
Abstract 

In my bachelor thesis I concentrate on book themes, types of characters 
including the narrator's resemblance and a portrayal of the environment 
in Martina Drijverová's selected prose. The books involved: "Táta k příštím 
Vánocům ", "Táta pro radost i pro zlost", "Táta nemá smutky rád", "Sísa 
Kyselá", "Sísa Kyselá a ušmudlaný rytíř", "Zajíc a sovy", "Nekonečné 
prázdniny" and "Domov pro Marťany". 

In the first part of the thesis I focus on a brief biography and bibliography 
of the author. I also define a genre of prose story of children's life. I also deal 
with Martina Drijverová's position among other Czech authors of this genre.  

In the main part I deal with themes that the author used in her prose  
– a child and a single parent family, an outsider, a child friendship and a child 
with disability. The themes are still actual for today's children.  

Then I pay attention to types of characters. It is the largest part of my thesis. 
It covers a characteristic of protagonists in the books and also the narrator's 
resemblance. In narration of girl characters the author used the first-person 
narrative mode as a way to express their thoughts and feelings. In stories of boys 
Drijverová used the third-person narrative mode. She changes an author's 
narrative perspective with a main character's perspective. The second 
perspective enables readers to take a glimpse into protagonists' fantasy and 
thoughts. The author portrays the characters through the use of external and 
internal characteristics. Their character traits are defined mainly in an indirect 
way through their actions and thoughts. Her heroes have their own virtues as 
well as vices and consequently they seem to be real and child readers can 
identify with them.  

Drijverová gets closer to reality by using contradictory character types. 
A friendship between the characters arises out of common feelings or interests. 
It is not unusual that the protagonists become friends through an animal. All the 
characters undergo inner transformation within the story. 

In a portrayal of the environment I deal with home and school as the places 
where heroes spend most of their time. I am interested in an influence 
of the environment on the characters. The description of places is sometimes 
detailed and another time the author focuses on relations and atmosphere 
of the environment. It depends on a nature of the characters.  
 


